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Caffeine has been shown to reverse some of the performance-impairing effects of ethanol. However, it is not known whether this

antagonistic effect of caffeine is mediated by a reduction in sleepiness. The present study assessed physiological alertness/sleepiness,

memory, and psychomotor performance following the administration of placebo, ethanol, and caffeine+ethanol combinations. A total

of 13 healthy individuals (21–35 years old) underwent four conditions presented in a Latin Square Design: placebo–placebo, ethanol

(0.5 g/kg)–placebo, ethanol (0.5 g/kg)–caffeine 150mg, and ethanol (0.5 g/kg)–caffeine 300-mg. The Multiple Sleep Latency Test (MSLT),

psychomotor performance battery, memory test, and mood/sleepiness questionnaires were administered following each condition. The

peak breadth ethanol concentration (BrEC) was 0.0437 0.0197% and did not differ among the three caffeine treatments. As expected,

ethanol reduced mean latency on the MSLT. The lowest caffeine dose reversed this effect and the highest dose increased mean latency

(greater alertness) significantly beyond placebo levels. Ethanol also impaired psychomotor performance and memory. The 300-mg

caffeine dose restored performance and memory measures to placebo levels. Although visual analog ratings of dizziness were increased

by ethanol, they were not diminished by either caffeine dose. In conclusion, Low-dose caffeine prevented the sleepiness and performance

impairment associated with a moderate dose of ethanol. Thus, caffeine, similar to other stimulants, can reverse the physiologically

sedating effects of ethanol, although other negative effects remain.

Neuropsychopharmacology (2003) 28, 371–378. doi:10.1038/sj.npp.1300026
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INTRODUCTION

The sedating and performance-impairing effects of ethanol
are well documented (Roehrs and Roth, 2001). Even low to
moderate doses of ethanol (0.2–0.6 g/kg) can produce
significant performance decrements such as slowed reaction
time, decreased attention, and impaired driving (Moskowitz
et al, 1985; Roehrs et al, 1989, 1992; Roehrs et al, 1994a;
Arnedt et al, 2000, 2001; Weiler et al, 2000). The Multiple
Sleep Latency Test (MSLT; Carskadon et al, 1986) is a
commonly used measure for the assessment of physiological
sleepiness and it has been used in a number of studies to
assess the sedative effects of ethanol. Sleepiness on the
MSLT is determined by averaging the latency to electro-
encephalographically defined sleep on a series of 4–5
standardized nap opportunities equally spaced throughout
the day (Carskadon et al, 1986). The increased sensitivity,
rigorous standardization, and objectivity of the MSLT
provide advantages over subjective measures of sleepiness
(Carskadon and Dement, 1987; Drake et al, 2001). Ethanol

has been shown to increase objectively measured sleepiness
(antonym to alertness) on the MSLT and it does so in a
dose-dependent manner (Williams et al, 1983; Zwyghuizen-
Doorenbos et al, 1988; Arnedt et al, 2001). The temporal
pattern of the sedative effects of ethanol has also been
studied (Nicholson et al, 1992). Specifically, during the first
B1.5 h postconsumption (on the rising phase of BrECs)
ethanol produces physiological alertness (Papineau et al,
1998). However, 2–6 h postconsumption ethanol’s sedative
effects become apparent with significant reductions in
physiological alertness even after BrECs are near zero
(Papineau et al, 1998; Roehrs et al, 1992, 1994b). In
addition, ethanol-related decrements in alertness and
performance can carry over into the following day even
after moderate doses and in the absence of hangover
effects (Roehrs et al, 1994b). The sedative effects of ethanol
are thought to result, in part, from the stimulation of
inhibitory GABA receptors as well as the antagonism
of glutamate’s NMDA receptor subtype (Roehrs and Roth,
2001).
The effects of caffeine on sleepiness and performance

have also been widely studied. In contrast to ethanol, low-
dose caffeine (75–250mg) has been shown to have alerting
and performance-enhancing effects in normal and sleep-
deprived individuals (Johnson et al, 1990a, b; Walsh et al,
1990; Zwyghuizen-Doorenbos et al, 1990; Kerr et al, 1991;
Rosenthal et al, 1991; Hasenfratz et al, 1993; Penetar et al,
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1993; Bonnet and Arand, 1994a, b; Bonnet et al, 1995;
Wright et al, 1997a, b; De Valck and Cluydts, 2001; Kruk et
al, 2001; Van Dongen et al, 2001). Specifically, caffeine can
improve auditory vigilance (Zwyghuizen-Doorenbos et al,
1990), and has been shown to increase MSLT scores
substantially (Zwyghuizen-Doorenbos et al, 1990; Rosenthal
et al, 1991). While the specific mechanism(s) of caffeine’s
effects on alertness and performance are still being
investigated, increased plasma catecholamines (Nehlig et
al, 1992; Kamimori et al, 2000), adenosine A(2A) receptor
blockade (Basheer et al, 2000; El Yacoubi et al, 2000; Van
Dongen et al, 2001) and effects on circadian rhythms
(Pelissier et al, 1999; Wright et al, 2000; Antle et al, 2001)
have all been implicated. Studies have shown that caffeine
can facilitate performance and improve subjective and
physiological measures of alertness during prolonged sleep
deprivation (Penetar et al, 1993; Bonnet and Arand,
1994a, b; Bonnet et al, 1995; Horne and Reyner, 1996;
Sicard et al, 1996; Reyner and Horne, 1997; Wright et al,
1997a, b; Kamimori et al, 2000; De Valck and Cluydts, 2001;
Van Dongen et al, 2001). In addition, several studies have
assessed the ability of caffeine to reverse the performance
and alertness-impairing effects of benzodiazepines (Mattila
and Nuotto, 1983; Roache and Griffiths, 1987; Johnson et al,
1990a, b).
As both caffeine and ethanol are among the most widely

used drugs in modern society, studies have investigated the
combined effects of these substances on several physiolo-
gical and behavioral measures (Franks et al, 1975; Nuotto et
al, 1982; Oborne and Rogers, 1983; Kerr et al, 1991;
Hasenfratz et al, 1993; Marsden and Leach, 2000). Several
studies have found that caffeine can reverse many of the
performance-impairing effects of ethanol (Franks et al,
1975; Kerr et al, 1991; Hasenfratz et al, 1993; Azcona et al,
1995; Liguori and Robinson, 2001). Although some studies
of the effects of caffeine on alcohol-induced impairment
have not found caffeine to reverse performance deficits
(Nuotto et al, 1982; Oborne and Rogers, 1983), differences
in basal caffeine intake, dosages, sample size and the
specific tasks measured are likely to be responsible for the
discrepancies. In a recent study of caffeine antagonism of
ethanol effects on driving, caffeine attenuated the impairing
effects of ethanol on ‘brake latency’, but performance
impairment on a choice reaction time task was unaffected.
Moreover, while impairment was attenuated, ‘brake latency’
deficits remained in comparison to placebo, indicating that
caffeine up to 400mg was unable to fully counteract driving
impairment induced by ethanol (0.6 g/kg) (Liguori and
Robinson, 2001). Another study found that a high dose of
caffeine (400mg) reversed the impairment of simple
reaction time induced by a moderate dose of ethanol
(Azcona et al, 1995). However, in that study the subjective
feeling of ‘tiredness’ and ‘drunkenness’ remained despite
the performance reversal. It is not known whether daytime
sleepiness was present along with these subjective feelings
of tiredness as no standardized measures of sleepiness were
administered. It could be argued that subjective measures of
alertness may be contaminated by feelings of ‘drunkenness’
in such studies. Therefore, the use of objective measures of
sleepiness such as the MSLT are necessary to determine if
physiological sleepiness induced by ethanol can be reversed
with caffeine.

Many of the ethanol effects that are reversed with caffeine
such as reductions in psychomotor vigilance, slowed
reaction time and memory impairment are also influenced
by manipulations of sleepiness (Drake et al, 2001). In
contrast, other effects of ethanol such as dizziness/
drunkenness (Azcona et al, 1995), body sway/steadiness
(Franks et al, 1975; Nuotto et al, 1982; Liguori and
Robinson, 2001) and increased risk-taking (Greenwald et
al, 1999) that are not reversed by caffeine may be unrelated
to sleepiness. This pattern of results along with caffeine’s
known alerting effects suggests that caffeine may reverse
ethanol–induced impairment in performance through its
effects on sleepiness. At present, the degree to which
caffeine reverses ethanol effects through a reduction in
sleepiness is unknown, as previous studies of ethanol-
caffeine interactions have not employed standardized
measures of physiological sleepiness such as the MSLT.
We hypothesized that caffeine would be able to reverse the
physiological sleepiness induced by a moderate dose of
ethanol and that it will do so in a dose-dependent manner.

METHOD

In all, 13 healthy individuals (seven females, six males) aged
21–35 years (mean 27.57 5.4 years) were studied. Partici-
pants were required to be free from medical or psychiatric
disease as determined by physical exam and clinical
evaluation, body mass index between 19.8 and 27.5, with a
total caffeine consumption of o150mg/day, alcohol con-
sumption of o14 drinks per week, and no history of drug
or alcohol abuse. Participants were also required to pass a
urine drug screen and a medical evaluation (tests included:
liver function, electrolytes, cholesterol, glucose, triglycer-
ides, kidney, urinalysis, hematology, blood chemistries and
a pregnancy test) prior to experimental procedures.
Individuals using central nervous system acting drugs or
scoring outside the normal range (T score 470) on the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (clinical
scales excluding M-F) or the Cornell Medical Index were
excluded. In addition, participants were required to have
nocturnal sleep times of 7–8 h per night, sleep latencies of
o30min, consistent bedtimes and rise times (not varying
night to night by 42 h over a 1-week period), and no
habitual napping. Participants were instructed to maintain
their regular bedtimes and rise times for 1 week before and
throughout the study period (including between laboratory
intervals). All had normal sleep on an 8-h nocturnal
polysomnogram (see the screening section below) and an
average daily sleep latency on the MSLT of 8–14min. The
hospital’s Institutional Review Board approved study
procedures. All participants provided written informed
consent and were paid for their participation.
Participants reported to the laboratory at 2200 h and were

screened within 1 month of beginning the study using an 8-
h nocturnal polysomnogram that was scheduled close to
self-reported bedtimes and waketimes (2300–0700). Record-
ings included electroencephalograms (C3, C4, and OZ

referenced to mastoid), two electro-oculograms (EOG;
bilateral horizontal), submental electromyogram (EMG)
and electrocardiogram (V5 lead), and were scored in 30-s
epochs according to standard procedures (Rechtschaffen
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and Kales, 1968). In addition, leg movements were
monitored with a tibialis EMG and respiration with a
nasal/oral thermistor. Recordings were made using Grass
model 78-D or Nihon Kohden (models 4312 and 4212)
polygraphs. All electrode impedances were o10 000O and
the paper speed was 10mm/s. There was no evidence of
clinically significant apnea/hypopnea (apnea hypopnea
index 410) or periodic leg movements during sleep
(410 h�1) for any of the participants.
At screening, participants were tested using a five-trial

(0930, 1130, 1330, 1530, and 1730 h) MSLT that was
administered and scored according to standard criteria
(Carskadon et al, 1986). In accordance with standard
procedures, sleep latency was scored as the time from the
start of the MSLT to the first epoch of any stage of sleep.
Each sleep latency test was discontinued following three
consecutive epochs of stage 1 sleep or one epoch of any
other stage of sleep. Each participant was required to have a
sleep efficiency 485% at screening and an average daily
MSLT sleep latency of 8–14min. The MSLT range was used
to exclude individuals in the upper and lower quartiles of
MSLT latency in order to maintain a more representative
study sample with respect to physiological sleepiness
(Drake et al, 2002). All participants were practiced on each
of the performance tasks twice at screening in order to
minimize the possibility of practice effects. A total of 12
individuals were excluded from participation due to
polysomnographic exclusionary criteria.

Protocol

Participants arrived B1 h prior to their scheduled bedtime
(2300 h) for the attachment of electrodes and preparation
for polysomnographic recording. Bedtime was set at 2300 h
and wake time was set at 0700 h. Recordings proceeded
according to standardized screening procedures as above.
On each study day after awakening, participants were
given a breakfast consisting of a roll and orange juice
to standardize stomach content and minimize differ-
ences in ethanol absorption rate. Participants underwent
each of four conditions presented in a Latin Square De-
sign: placebo–placebo, ethanol (0.5 g/kg)–placebo, ethanol
(0.5 g/kg)–caffeine 150mg, and ethanol (0.5 g/kg)–caffeine
300mg. The study was performed in a double-blinded
manner. Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of the
study timeline during each experimental day. On each of
four mornings following an 8-h time-in-bed, placebo or
ethanol was administered at 0900–0930 h and at 0900 h a
caffeine or placebo capsule was given (identical capsules
prepared by the hospital pharmacy). The ethanol used was
80-proof vodka, mixed at a 1:4 ratio with carbonated tonic
water, and served with 1 oz of either lemon or lime juice per
participant preference. Placebo and ethanol beverage
volumes were identical. The placebo beverage was masked
with 4–5 drops of ethanol. The ethanol dose was equivalent
to three 12-oz US beers for a 150-lb person. Generally,
participants took the entire 30min to consume the study
beverage. During the study, participants were instructed to
avoid all caffeinated or alcoholic beverages other than the
study beverage provided for them in the laboratory as
described above. BrECs were measured at 0945, 1145, 1345,
and 1545 h using an Alco-Sensor III (Intoxometers, Inc.,

Richmond) calibrated weekly. MSLT trials were performed
at 1000, 1200, 1400, and 1600 during each study day. Each
MSLT was performed according to standardized criteria
(see the screening section).

Performance Assessments

During the probed-recall memory (PRM) task, participants
were exposed to a written list of four word-pairs for 30 s.
After 15min participants were provided with one of the
words in each pair and asked to recall the paired words
within a 30s time limit. Performance was measured as
number correct per trial. A previous study has found this
task to be sensitive to the effects of sleep deprivation
(Dinges et al, 1997).
Participants completed a divided attention task at 1030

and 1430 h on each testing day. This 15-min task required
participants to track a moving target across a video screen
using a joystick while simultaneously responding with a
button press (non dominant index finger) to the appearance
of stimuli in the center of the target or periphery of the
screen. A total of 52 stimuli were presented at random
intervals throughout each task period. Dependent measures
for this task were reaction time (sec) to central and
peripheral stimuli and tracking deviations measured in
pixels.

Subjective Measures

The Profile of Mood States (POMS) was administered at
1030 and 1430 h each day in order to assess subjective
sleepiness, and mood effects. The POMS is a validated
measure that has been used in numerous studies evaluating
the effects of sleep loss and pharmacological challenges on
mood and performance (Bishop et al, 1997; Dinges et al,
1997; Wright et al, 1997a, b; Roehrs et al, 1999). Mean T-
scores for each standard POMS scale (fatigue/inertia, vigor/
activity, confusion/bewilderment, tension/anxiety, anger/
hostility, depression/dejection) were calculated for each
study day. A visual analog scale was also used to assess the
subjective effects of ethanol and caffeine (ie, dizziness,
energy, stimulated, high, jittery). Finally, the Stanford
Sleepiness Scale was used as an additional measure of
subjective sleepiness (Hoddes et al, 1972).

Statistical Analyses

Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the
General Linear Model function of Systat, version 9.0 for PC

Figure 1 Timeline of experimental manipulations and daytime testing
during each condition.
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(SPSS, Inc., Chicago, III) was used to test differences
between conditions. Planned comparisons using contrasts
for repeated measures designs were performed where
significant omnibus-F values were found. The examination
of contrasts was made contingent upon a significant
omnibus-F value in order to decrease the probability of
Type I error given the multiple measures assessed.
Specifically, three comparisons were performed for mea-
sures with a significant omnibus F: (1) a comparison
between placebo and ethanol to determine the presence of
ethanol effects at the dosage used, (2) a comparison of
placebo to ethanol+caffeine (150-mg) and (3) a comparison
of placebo to ethanol+caffeine (300-mg). Post hoc trend
analyses were performed on measures where significant
ethanol effects were detected in order to examine the
consistency of patterns of change across measures with
increased caffeine doses. Log-base 10 or reciprocal trans-
formations were performed on data when frequency
distributions differed from normality (MSLT and tracking
deviations). Raw data are presented in the table and figures.
Morning and afternoon data were analyzed separately for
performance, memory and subjective measures. ‘Reversal of
ethanol effects,’ was operationally defined as a comparison
where ethanol effects that were previously significantly
different from placebo were not significantly different from
placebo with the addition of a given caffeine dose.

RESULTS

MSLT Alertness and BrEC

Mean BrEC7 SD was 0.0437 0.0197% at 0945 h, declined
to 0.0247 0.0135% at 1145 h, and reached 0.0 by 1345 h.
BrEC did not differ in the three caffeine treatments. Means
and SDs for each dependent measure across the four
conditions are presented in Table 1 (objective measures)
and Figure 2. As expected, ethanol alone reduced mean
latency on the MSLT when compared to the placebo
condition (po0.05). There was no significant difference

between the placebo and ethanol+caffeine (150mg) condi-
tions, indicating that the lowest caffeine dose reversed the
effect of ethanol on the MSLT. The combination of ethanol
and the highest dose (300mg) increased mean latency
(reduced sleepiness) significantly beyond placebo levels
(po0.05) (Table 1 and Figure 2). Caffeine also reversed the
effects of ethanol on the MSLT in a dose-related manner as
evidenced by a significant primary linear polynomial trend
(po0.05). Thus, each dose of caffeine incrementally and
linearly improved physiological alertness above levels
induced by ethanol.

Performance Measures

Means and SDs for each performance measure across the
four conditions are presented in Table 1. Ethanol alone
slowed down peripheral and central reaction time and
impaired tracking on the divided attention task during the
morning session when compared to the placebo condition
(po0.05 for all). No significant difference in reaction times
(PRT or CRT) was found for the comparisons between the
placebo and ethanol+caffeine (150mg), or between placebo
and ethanol+caffeine (300mg), indicating that both caffeine
doses eliminated the detrimental effects of ethanol on
reaction time (Table 1 and Figure 2). Similar to the MSLT
results, caffeine reversed the effects of ethanol on reaction
time in a dose-related manner as evidenced by significant
primary linear trends on both peripheral and central
reaction time measures (po0.05 for both).

Memory

Means and SDs for the PRM task across the four conditions
are presented in Table 1. Accuracy on the memory task was
impaired by ethanol alone during the morning testing
session when compared to the placebo condition (po0.05).
The comparison between placebo and ethanol+caffeine
(150mg) was also significant (po0.05), indicating that the
lowest caffeine dose was unable to reverse the detrimental
effect of ethanol on the recall memory task. No significant

Table 1

PLAC–PLAC ETOH–PLAC
ETOH–CAF
(150mg)

ETOH–CAF
(300mg) OMNIBUS F

MSLT performance 8.937 2.13 7.347 4.85 10.357 5.66 14.177 4.89 F(3,36)¼ 10.08, po0.001
CRT
am 0.497 0.10 0.547 0.12 0.507 0.06 0.477 0.07 F(3,36)¼ 5.19, po0.01
pm 0.497 0.10 0.537 0.12 0.487 0.09 0.467 0.08 NS

PRT
am 0.487 0.11 0.527 0.11 0.487 0.09 0.457 0.08 F(3,36)¼ 6.47, po0.01
pm 0.487 0.13 0.527 0.15 0.477 0.12 0.447 0.08 NS

Tracking
am 17.847 5.60 20.377 7.44 17.127 2.78 17.627 5.06 F(3,36)¼ 3.002, po0.05
pm 19.557 11.00 18.367 5.09 16.557 3.05 16.187 2.96 NS

Memory
am 3.857 0.56 3.317 .075 3.547 0.66 3.857 0.38 F(3,36)¼ 3.53, po0.05
pm 3.317 0.75 3.317 0.95 3.157 0.99 3.467 0.78 NS

Data are means7 SD. MSLT: Multiple Sleep Latency Test; CRT: central reaction time; PRT: peripheral reaction time; Tracking: tracking
deviations on the divided attention task; Memory: number correct on the PRM task; am: 1030 h performance trial; pm: 1430 h
performance trial; NS: nonsignificant.
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difference was found for the comparison between placebo
and ethanol+caffeine (300mg), indicating that the detri-
mental effect of ethanol on the recall task was eliminated by
the highest caffeine dose (Figure 2). In addition, caffeine
reduced the effects of ethanol in a dose-related manner as
indicated by a significant primary linear trend across each
of the three ethanol conditions for the morning trial of the
PRM task (po0.05). No effect of ethanol on memory was
found during the 1430 h trial.

Subjective Measures

Significant omnibus-F values were obtained for five of the
morning rating scales: Fatigue, F(3,36)¼ 4.80, po0.05;
Dizzy, F(3,36)¼ 3.87, po0.05; Energy, F(3,36)¼ 2.94,
po0.05; High, F(3,36)¼ 3.15, po0.05; and the Stanford
Sleepiness Scale, F(3,36)¼ 4.01, po0.05. Comparisons
revealed that ratings for each scale were significantly
impaired by ethanol alone when compared to the placebo
condition (po0.05). The comparisons between placebo and
ethanol+caffeine (150 or 300mg) were not significant
(p40.05), indicating that both caffeine doses reversed the
effects of ethanol on ratings of fatigue. Impairments on
ratings of energy and subjective sleepiness on the Stanford
Sleepiness Scale were also reversed by each caffeine dose
(p40.05). Caffeine reversed ethanol’s effects on subjective
sleepiness in a dose-related manner as evidenced by a
significant linear (p¼ 0.05) trend across each of the three
ethanol conditions. Ratings of fatigue also showed a
significant primary linear trend (po0.05). Although visual
analog ratings of dizziness were increased by ethanol
(po0.05), they were not diminished by either caffeine dose.

None of the omnibus-F values were significant for the
afternoon ratings (p40.05 for all).

DISCUSSION

This is the first study to show that caffeine can reverse the
sedative effects of moderate ethanol consumption and does
so in a dose-related manner. Caffeine also reversed the
effects of ethanol on recall memory. Similar to previous
studies, caffeine reversed the performance-impairing effects
of ethanol (Kerr et al, 1991; Hasenfratz et al, 1993; Azcona
et al, 1995). The present study adds to the literature by
demonstrating that the antagonistic effects of caffeine on
ethanol-induced performance impairment extend to a
standardized measure of daytime alertness and that the
attenuations of performance deficits are present even with
small doses of caffeine. The performance and memory
measures assessed in the present study were selected based
on their sensitivity to variations in physiological alertness
(Drake et al, 2001). Caffeine’s reversal of ethanol’s effects on
these measures provide evidence for the hypothesis that
caffeine reverses ethanol-induced impairment through a
reduction in sleepiness. The consistent linear dose-related
effects of caffeine on alertness and performance measures
following ethanol administration provide additional sup-
port for this possibility. These findings in conjunction with
previous research that has demonstrated a reversal of
ethanol-induced performance impairment with a short nap
(Roehrs et al, 1993) suggest that the performance impair-
ment associated with ethanol may be related to increased
physiological sleepiness.

Figure 2 Means7 SE for placebo (PLAC), ethanol (ETOH) and ethanol+caffeine (ETOH Caf 150; ETOH Caf 300) conditions. Daily mean is presented
for the MSLT, and am data are presented for central reaction time (CRT), PRM (Memory), tracking deviations (Tracking), Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS),
and subjective ratings of dizziness (Dizzy); asterisks indicate po0.05 compared to placebo condition (repeated measures contrast, pairwise comparison).
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In contrast to the reversal of physiological sleepiness,
reduced psychomotor performance, and memory impair-
ment, some of the subjective effects of ethanol remained
despite caffeine administration up to 300mg. Although the
operational definition of ‘drunkenness’ is not uniform
throughout the literature, we considered the visual analog
scales ‘dizziness’ and ‘high’ to be measures of drunkenness/
intoxication. The low dose of caffeine reversed the ‘high’
associated with ethanol, whereas neither dose of caffeine
impacted the subjective feeling of ‘dizziness’. Thus, caffeine
similar to other stimulants (Stein et al, 1996; Bishop et al,
1997) appears to reverse some aspects of ‘drunkenness’, but
other negative effects remain. These results are consistent
with previous research on the interaction of similar caffeine
and ethanol doses, where it has been demonstrated that
caffeine can reduce some specific performance impairments
induced by moderate ethanol consumption without redu-
cing particular subjective effects (Liguori and Robinson,
2001).
While the specific mechanisms by which caffeine

attenuates the performance and alertness-impairing effects
of ethanol are unknown, pharmacodynamic rather than
pharmacokenetic interactions have been proposed (Dar,
1988). Although caffeine is a benzodiazepine receptor
antagonist, this property is only present at toxic levels of
plasma caffeine (File et al, 1982) and cannot explain the
effects observed in the present study. Recent research
suggests that antagonism of adenosine A(2a) receptors
(Pedata et al, 1984; Varani et al, 2000; Scammell et al, 2001)
or an increase in sympathetic activation/catecholamines
(Kamimori et al, 2000) may be involved.
It must be emphasized that, while the performance and

sedative effects of moderate alcohol consumption were
reversed with low-dose caffeine, other measures such as
driving ability were not studied and thus generalization to
such situations is unwarranted. Also, as in previous studies,
feelings of ‘drunkenness’ remained after caffeine ingestion,
indicating that specific negative effects of ethanol continued
to be present and would clearly have the potential to
adversely affect judgment and thus driving ability. Also,
while ethanol adversely affected most measures, the dose
used in the present study was in the low-to-moderate range
and produced BrECs below the legal limit in most states.
Additional studies using a range of ethanol doses are
needed to determine the limits of caffeine’s ability to reverse
the sedative effects of ethanol. Finally, the modest effect of
ethanol on MSLT latency (decrease of B2min) observed in
the present study suggests that our results pertain to the
lower end of this continuum (ie, low-to-moderate ethanol
impairment).
Similar to previous studies (Azcona et al, 1995; Kerr et al,

1991; Hasenfratz et al, 1993), the present results demon-
strate caffeine antagonism of ethanol-induced impairment.
Other studies have found only partial antagonism of
ethanol’s effects on performance (Burns and Moskowitz,
1989/90; Rush et al, 1993; Forney and Hughes, 1965; Franks
et al, 1975; Nuotto et al, 1982; Oborne and Rogers, 1983;
Liguori and Robinson, 2001). This discrepancy between
studies may be related to the doses of each substance used,
differences in prior habitual caffeine and/or ethanol intake
of participants and the sensitivity of tests of impairment.
One limitation of the present study is that only one dose of

ethanol was used, and in previous studies where ethanol-
induced impairment remained following caffeine intake,
relatively higher doses of ethanol were administered. One
significant strength of the present study is that habitual
caffeine use history was carefully assessed and individuals
who reported 4200mg/day were excluded from participa-
tion, thus reducing the variability in caffeine response
between participants.
In the present study a moderate dose (0.5 g/kg) of ethanol

produced impairments in alertness, memory, and perfor-
mance similar to those seen in previous studies. However,
following low (150mg), and moderate (300mg) doses of
caffeine, many of these impairments were reversed, and in
some cases measures of alertness improved (ie, MSLT).
Despite this antagonistic effect of caffeine, a measure of the
subjective effect of ethanol, ‘dizziness’, was unaffected by
either caffeine dose. Thus, while caffeine is effective at
reversing several of the specific effects of ethanol, other
negative effects that may be unrelated to sleepiness remain.
These results suggest that many of the performance
impairments induced by moderate doses of alcohol may
be due to increased physiological sleepiness.
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